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Introduction

On 31st December 2006 the BBC’s seventh Royal Charter comes to an end. The period of the BBC’s eighth Charter, if given once again for a ten-year term, will see rapid changes to Britain’s broadcast ecology, changes which are already well underway. An increasing number of homes will gain access to digital services and to a plethora of other ways of accessing content. Those with access to digital television are already in a minority.1 The implications of this for terrestrial commercial broadcasters are significant, including an accelerating loss of advertising revenue as competition from digital channels bites. The strain on these channels’ public service broadcasting (PSB) obligations is already apparent. The quid pro quo for commercial broadcasters (ITV and Channel 5) has been an agreement to meet these obligations in return for their privileged place on the analogue spectrum. However, digitisation cuts away that advantage, something that Ofcom has had to recognise already.2

These trends will culminate with digital switchover. Whilst the date set for this is a subject of some uncertainty,3 it is likely that it will occur during the early stages of the next decade (it is currently scheduled for 2012).4 Once this occurs, many of the certainties of the current broadcasting environment will disappear. At present, despite fairly rapid uptake of digital television by British households, there is still a clear division between the digital “haves” and “have nots”. While a substantial number of people still do not have access to digital TV, even if they are in the minority, the arguments for the status quo in terms of funding remain strong. However, within the next ten years, these will have been overturned.

As Ofcom has recognised in its review of public service broadcasting, planning for the new and fragmented broadcast market must therefore precede the renewal of the BBC charter.5 This paper takes the view, shared by the majority of commentators, that the current PSB settlement with the commercial public service broadcasters will no longer be sustainable as digital take up rises and then switchover takes place.6 After digital switch over, it will become increasingly difficult to maintain the public service provision of ITV and Channel 5. As a public corporation Channel 4 is in a slightly different position since it can, in theory, be held to its PSB obligations even after switchover, although the economics of a fully digital environment will have a similar impact. Ofcom’s response has been to issue proposals for a new Public Service Publisher (PSP) to commission public service programming.7 These proposals are not yet fleshed out — it is not clear yet whether a new PSP channel or whether some other form of body is envisaged.

Apart from a widely disliked proposal for an “Arts Council of the Air”, this is currently the only mechanism being considered to bolster PSB. However, there is another option — one or more “genre” licences to fund specific areas of PSB content. This paper presents proposals for this and argues that this has fewer drawbacks than a PSP and would protect the mostly highly valued form of public service content.

2. Driving Digital Switchover: A report to the Secretary of State (Ofcom, 5 April 2004), available online at www.ofcom.org.uk.

3. One in eight would say that they will never be convinced to take up digital television. It is not clear how the Government and other parties during switchover will overcome this opposition. Attitudes to Digital Television: Preliminary findings on consumer adoption of digital television (London: OF, January 2004).

4. Driving Digital Switchover: A report to the Secretary of State (Ofcom, 5 April 2004), available online at www.ofcom.org.uk.


7. Proposals are contained in Ofcom Review of public service television broadcasting, Phase 2 — Meeting the digital challenge (Ofcom, 30 September 2004).
News provision in a digital environment

The area of PSB we should be most concerned about is news, specifically appointment news. There are two reasons for this. First, it is the most significant of the PSB genres in societal terms. The consumption of news has a critical role in allowing citizens to hold government to account and informing them about the world in which they live. Second, it is the genre that will be most susceptible to the increased pressures the commercial PSBs will find themselves under. Their current obligation to broadcast news during peak hours is already proving onerous, as is illustrated by ITV moving its nightly news from its ten o’clock slot. Whilst commercial public service broadcasters are likely to continue to provide some PSB programming generally (notably in more popular genres), the problem for Ofcom is that the relatively low rates of return generated by news broadcasting will produce a commercial rationale (given competition for advertising revenue) to move news and current affairs programming away from peak slots. There is a danger that without intervention, there will come a point at which news provision in Britain is wholly dominated by the BBC, with very limited competition being offered by Sky and ITV’s 24-hour news channels. This would exacerbate a situation in which the BBC is already a very dominant presence with around 80% of all TV news viewings being taken by the BBC. In contrast, the reach of ITV’s news programmes has plummeted.

This paper argues that the post-swapover market will fail to produce an adequately plural provision of appointment news at peak viewing times. As a result, thought should be given to how to fund impartial appointment news in addition to that provided by the BBC. Some public intervention in the market for broadcast news looks inevitable.

The public value of television news

Television news is an important source of information for British citizens, both in terms of volume and levels of trust. In a survey produced by the ITC, television was found to be the primary source of news for 65% of respondents irrespective of social class. The same survey found that television news was also the most trusted source of information (70%). Television news is a particularly important source of political news.8

The value of television news is recognised by viewers. Attempts to quantify the value of different aspects of public service broadcasting to consumers found that news was the most valued PSB service. In an ITC research paper, members of citizens’ juries agreed that alongside drama, news was the most important genre that ITV should continue to broadcast.9 The same juries agreed that a range of news programming was a key element of public service broadcasting. Regional news is a key part of this picture. The same paper found that 89% of viewers think that ITV should be obliged to show regional programming in peak time and news is the most valued genre in regional programming. Broad analyses also place considerable value on news because of the role it plays in informing citizens and fostering democracy. A survey found that recent decades have seen a broadening of the social background of news audiences internationally, and that use of the news media is positively associated with a wide range of indicators of political knowledge, trust and mobilisation.10

The BBC, in attempting to quantify the value that it brings to the UK, argues that it creates value in five different ways. Of these, two are very heavily dependent on news and current affairs - democratic value and global value - while news also has a role to play in the other three specified areas - education value, social and community value and cultural and creative value. This is echoed in other analyses of the benefits of public service broadcasting, like that of Martin Brookes, whose argument that public service broadcasting generates social capital is heavily reliant on the benefits that news brings.11
Loss of plurality in news provision

Why then, if news is so highly valued by viewers, should we be worried that commercial broadcasters will not continue to show it within the new broadcasting ecology? The main reason is that, whilst ITV’s weekday news broadcasts receive approximately 4.2m viewers, other programme genres would earn the channel greater audience share for less production spend. In other words, advertising value is not directly concomitant with consumer value. Small audiences may not deliver the degree of revenue necessary to pay for news since it is expensive to produce compared to other formats.

General financial pressures on commercial broadcasters are already strongly in evidence. ITV has undertaken cost cutting which has involved the rationalisation of production outside London, due both to the severe downturn in advertising revenue from 2001 and to a progressive loss of audience share.

As audiences continue to fragment in the run up to switchover, pressure to compete over broadly the same pool of advertising revenue will rise. Emerging commercial channels will not face the public service obligations that the terrestrial ones currently do. In a market of two hundred plus channels, the commercial broadcasters asked to renew or retain these obligations may find their revenue stream diminishing. It will become unreasonable to expect ITV and Channel 5 or indeed their shareholders, to continue to lose market share with no significant recompense. For Channel 4, broadcasting news or current affairs in peak hours will involve an opportunity cost.

Wider use of Personal Video Recorders (PVRs) and Electronic Programme Guides (EPGs) will compound the limitations of funding these channels by advertising alone. As regulation of the commercial public service broadcasters’ output becomes increasingly unfair and unsustainable, a system of incentives will need to replace the current system of obligations to produce appointment news if we are to avoid a situation similar to that in New Zealand. There, the deregulation of the broadcast market in the late 1980s saw a considerable fall in the quality and provision of serious news and current affairs programming. Whilst the number of viewers in Britain far exceeds those in New Zealand, there is no reason to suggest that the British market would not follow a similar, if less severe, trend. As well as a reduction in the provision of news fall stop, there is a very real worry that, whilst news and current affairs programmes are still produced, they will only be broadcast outside peak hours in a dumbed-down fashion, losing much of their public service value. At the same time, commercial channels will stick to low risk formats and limit innovation. In this new broadcast ecology viewers will be restricted to receiving their highly valued news and current affairs programming from the BBC and 24 hour providers.

Is this a problem? David Mannion, a former editor of the ITN News at Ten, argues that appointment news, where one can collect all of the day’s main stories together in a designated period, is a ‘very different animal’ to 24 hour broadcasts. It allows strong journalism to flourish and provides the audience with an opportunity to reflect on the day’s news as a whole. For these reasons, he suggests appointment news plays a key role in a democratic and accountable Britain.

General financial pressures on commercial broadcasters are already strongly in evidence. ITV has undertaken cost cutting which has involved the rationalisation of production outside London, due both to the severe downturn in advertising revenue from 2001 and to a progressive loss of audience share.

As audiences continue to fragment in the run up to switchover, pressure to compete over broadly the same pool of advertising revenue will rise. Emerging commercial channels will not face the public service obligations that the terrestrial ones currently do. In a market of two hundred plus channels, the commercial broadcasters asked to renew or retain these obligations may find their revenue stream diminishing. It will become unreasonable to expect ITV and Channel 5 or indeed their shareholders, to continue to lose market share with no significant recompense. For Channel 4, broadcasting news or current affairs in peak hours will involve an opportunity cost.

Wider use of Personal Video Recorders (PVRs) and Electronic Programme Guides (EPGs) will compound the limitations of funding these channels by advertising alone. As regulation of the commercial public service broadcasters’ output becomes increasingly unfair and unsustainable, a system of incentives will need to replace the current system of obligations to produce appointment news if we are to avoid a situation similar to that in New Zealand. There, the deregulation of the broadcast market in the late 1980s saw a considerable fall in the quality and provision of serious news and current affairs programming. Whilst the number of viewers in Britain far exceeds those in New Zealand, there is no reason to suggest that the British market would not follow a similar, if less severe,
The need for plurality

If we agree that appointment news has an important role to play in public service broadcasting, is it enough to rely on the BBC to become the sole major provider of peak time, appointment news? The Hutton report highlighted the dangers of relying on a single news provider. News stories, in which the news provider itself plays a key role, give us a clear example of the pressures that can be placed on editorial independence. In such circumstances, a lack of diversity in television news provision would be damaging. More broadly, TV news needs to be presented in a range of styles and levels of detail if it is to be accessible to all sections of the British population. For some, the BBC’s approach to news is too establishment17 and ITV’s accessible approach to news will be more appropriate, while for others, the relative sophistication and depth of Channel 4’s 7 o’clock news programme will be attractive. Following switchover, we will face a particular problem with regional news, since without ITV’s contribution, we would be left with the BBC as the monopoly provider of regional news.

The most effective means of ensuring a diversity in the supply of news is competition. Competition also brings benefits in terms of overall quality and efficiency. At present, the BBC keeps the other PSBs honest by forcing up quality. At the same time the commercial PSBs keep the BBC honest by showing cost efficiency. As the BBC itself says “The commercial sector keeps the BBC’s competitors honest.”14 This finds expression in the considerable diversity we have in terms of news content.18

The importance of plurality in news provision was recognised by those putting together the 2003 Communications Act, which aimed to maintain at least three UK television news providers: BBC, ITN and Sky. However, a plurality of providers without adequate viewing figures is meaningless. Already, the BBC’s position is strongly dominant. It is the only broadcaster covering certain important political occasions live, such as political party conferences and by-elections. Its weekday news programmes command average ratings of around 6 million viewers, which converts to an audience share of approximately 32%. By comparison weekday news, produced by ITN for the three commercial PSBs, commands audiences of around 5.3 million viewers in total. In turn, these dwarf the viewing figures for the 24 hour news channels.

Plurality also has to mean plurality of news from public service broadcasters – those with a commitment to impartiality. Opinionated news is commercially popular in the US, which has led to Fox News and other US broadcasters to move away from a policy of impartiality. Competition from Al-Jazeera or Fox TV would not bring the benefits we seek.

Market failure and public service broadcasting

Some have argued that the move to a digital environment removes the need for subsidised public service broadcasting and that the market will provide.20 They make the case that once we have moved from the analogue spectrum we no longer have a shortage of spectrum, plus the advent of digital allows people to be charged for the broadcasting they consume. On this basis, they argue that the market failures that public service broadcasting has been required to address no longer apply. I do not intend to rehearse all the arguments against this view here, since they have been well made by Gavyn Davies.21 Briefly however, it is worth noting that discussions of market failure take three main forms; informational asymmetries, the presence of externalities and a coordination failure.

On informational asymmetries: public service programmes are considered to be merit goods. Merit goods are goods whose benefits tend to be undervalued by consumers due to a lack of information. Paternalistic governments therefore try to encourage higher consumption of such goods. This intervention is complicated by the value judgements of changing governments. More convincing is the description of television programmes as experience goods. Viewers cannot perform an accurate valuation of a programme’s worth until after it has finished. This will lead a commercial market to tend to stick to well worn genres, like police dramas which have a relatively low risk premium. A high quality current affairs programme may be undervalued prior to viewing and would only be produced by a public service broadcaster. Over time without well-funded PSB, quality standards would fall as expectations became lower and lower.
Options for reform

The question remains as to which is the best mechanism to ensure a diversity of provision of appointment news? If you accept the argument that the market will not deliver these, the main options are regulation, spectrum pricing with rebates and contestable funding.

Option 1 - regulation

Regulation of the public service output of the commercial PSBs has historically been thought of as the first best option. But the changes digital switchover will bring, make regulation in its current form impractical in the future. In the past, by providing the commercial PSBs with a privileged position on terrestrial television, it was reasonable for the government to require something in return. After switchover, maintaining PSB obligations will leave commercial channels giving much and getting little in return.

On the face of it, such a scenario is only a problem if a small group of channels are required to retain these obligations and others are given a free rein. In this setting, there is nothing to stop a new mass audience broadcasting channel with no obligations setting up and competing at an advantage to the existing channels. Regulation, if it were to be fair across all new and old channels would have to place PSB obligations on every single digital station. Unfortunately, the inefficiencies created by repetition of requirements for PSB content over up to 500 channels would be unacceptable.

Option 2 - spectrum pricing with rebates

A second option worth consideration would be to price the digital broadcast spectrum. The regulator could then provide rebates on the cost for those channels that produce
programmes regarded as having public service content. A menu of such public service programmes would be created and channels could place competitive tenders for individual genres. Unfortunately, if the rebates were to be effective in acting as an incentive to produce public service content, the size of the initial cost for digital spectrum would have to be so high that it would leave only the large, mass audience channels able to broadcast. The benefits of increased choice, provided by digital technology, would be effectively negated by a reduction in the number of viable channels.

**Option 3 - contestable funding**

There is a range of possible approaches that might be taken to provide contestable funding. These include an “Arts Council of the Air” as exists in Singapore and New Zealand, and as proposed by David Elstein and his colleagues in *Beyond the Charter*; the Public Service Publisher proposed by Ofcom or competition from providers to operate one or more specific genre licences to produce specified content. A final option, although not strictly contestable, is direct funding of Channel 4.

All of these options have their drawbacks. An Arts Council or Public Broadcasting Authority (PBA) would be the worst of all worlds. It would not allow for predictability of funding for commercial broadcasters, who would have little incentive to develop a culture which valued PSB or a resource which could deliver public service content. Competition would be open to all broadcasters to apply, and is therefore likely to have little impact on any one broadcaster – the funding would be spread thinly across the broadcasting world. In addition, the infrastructure and processes needed to deliver funding would be highly bureaucratic.

Within such an environment, there would be little incentive for a commercial broadcaster to bid for funds to produce a PSB programme which might attract fewer viewers than an alternative. However a strong incentive would exist for a commercial broadcaster to bid for funds for a programme which it believed would attract viewers, and therefore advertisers. This kind of “gaming” is likely to result in the PBA subsidising programmes which would have been produced by the market anyway. An Arts Council of the Air would also be open to greater political pressure than other forms of contestable funding. The body would be likely to be subject to on-going lobbying by interest groups and political parties attempting to influence the direction of subsidy. A PBA would represent a lose-lose-lose scenario, failing all three tests for a new intervention in the PSB field, that of

a. maintaining a diversity of institutions with a public service remit and culture

b. subsidising PSB which would otherwise have been provided by the market anyway and

c. insulating public service broadcasters from political pressure and other forms of lobbying.

Some of these concerns also apply to Ofcom’s proposal for a Public Sector Publisher (PSP). Ofcom has been deliberately vague about the form this might take, since it rightly regards the decision as primarily political. It could take the form of a contestable fund or the establishment of a new, separate PSB channel. It might also involve direct funding of Channel 4, although Ofcom does not seem enthusiastic about this option. If, for example, a new public service channel were to be established it would pass test (c) but fail test (b) since it is likely to need to replicate much of what is produced by current arrangements in order to develop any consistent audience. It is arguable whether or not it would pass test (a), since it would create a new channel in direct competition to Channel 4, which is likely to be weakened by its arrival.

So would the answer be to use the additional £300 million Ofcom is suggesting be made available to support Channel 4, as some are suggesting? Clearly this solution would pass the key tests (a) and (c), but would fail down heavily on the question of using public funding to fund that which would have been provided anyway since it would be very difficult to establish whether or not funding was being used to support programming in areas of market failure. The net benefit to the citizen-viewer is likely to be limited.

Instead, I propose one or more “genre licences” to produce...
The BBC spends a considerable amount on BBC News 24 (£23.8 million 2002/3) for an audience share of 0.5% and audience reach of 6.2%.

How to fund the news licence

The debate about how to fund an additional licence for public service news provision (or any other genre licence) is conceptually quite separate from the debate about the overall financial settlement reached for the BBC at Charter renewal. However a key determinant of additional PSB spend is likely to be the public acceptability of any increase in the licence fee or of taxation.

The BBC makes a convincing case for the continuation of the licence fee based on (a) the importance of funding being predictable; (b) the imperative to retain political independence and (c) on-going public support for (or at least tolerance of) the licence fee. The arguments in favour of other potential funding options have been considered periodically and regularly rejected, most recently by the Commons Select Committee for Culture, Media and Sport. The same arguments apply to potential sources of funding for a news licence, suggesting that the most appropriate mechanism for funding a news licence would also be via the licence fee.

There are two options here:

a. increase the cost of the licence fee, or b. top-slice BBC funding.

The sums involved in supporting additional news output would not be vast. TNN’s combined news contracts for the three commercial PSBs currently cost the channels a total of £70 million a year. The ITV contract is worth just over £35 million a year, with a further £10 million for the ITV News Channel. The Channel 4 contract is worth £100 million over 5 years and the Channel 5 contract is considerably less. These sums are small compared with the total BBC revenues of £2700 million and Ofcom’s proposals for a PSP of £300 million. The BBC spends a considerable amount on BBC News 24 (£23.8 million 2002/3) for an audience share of 0.5% and audience reach of 6.2%. It is worth noting that this figure does not take account of the benefits that the channel gets from the BBC’s enormous news-gathering machine.

The BBC also projects savings of £50 million a year by improving the way that licence fees are collected although this is dwarfed by the annual savings of £50 million a year by improving the way that licence fees are collected although this is dwarfed by the annual savings of £50 million a year by improving the way that licence fees are collected although this is dwarfed by the annual savings of £50 million a year by improving the way that licence fees are collected although this is dwarfed by the annual
£320 million Mark Thompson predicts the BBC will save through its recently announced cost-cutting exercise. A fairly liberal prediction of the value of a new licence would be in the region of £120 million. This level of funding should cover production costs and compensate broadcasters for the opportunity cost of revenue foregone. This could fund the production of regular appointment news as well as a considerable amount of current affairs programming. Such a fund would safeguard the diversity of serious news broadcasting. Given that it is generally accepted that there is limited public support for any substantive increase in the licence fee above inflation, and given the relatively small sums involved in a news licence, funding should be “top-sliced” from the licence fee. This should not affect the ability of the BBC to deliver across the board on its public service broadcasting remit. Unsurprisingly, the BBC is not enthusiastic about top-slicing its licence fee. In Building Public Value, it presents six major arguments against top-slicing.

1. Splitting the licence fee would break the direct connection between the BBC and the public.
2. Funding fragmentation would ‘almost certainly’ lead to institutional fragmentation of the BBC and other public service providers.
3. Overall investment in UK content is likely to fall rather than rise because the BBC acts as a standard setter for investment within the system.
4. Public funding would be spread more thinly across the system leading to a progressive reduction in programme quality and range.
5. Creating a new intermediate funding body would add bureaucratic complexity.
6. Some licence fee value would be transferred from audiences to shareholders.

Taken together, these arguments are a convincing counter to the idea of an “Arts Council of the Air” and to certain versions of Ofcom’s proposal for a Public Service Publisher. However, in most cases, they do not apply to a genre-based licence.

1. Under proposals for a news licence, only a small percentage of the licence fee would be diverted to an alternative provider. Public awareness of this is unlikely to have a significant impact on support for the BBC. Broadening the application of the licence fee to other news providers is likely to bolster support for the licence fee, since this is the aspect of public service broadcasting most valued by the British public.
2. It is hard to see how institutional fragmentation would follow under these proposals. The annual sum for a news licence is likely to be less than the cost savings currently proposed by Mark Thompson. Taking these two proposals together, plus an inflation-based increase in the overall licence fee, the likely outcome would be an increase in programme spending by the BBC.
3. On this basis, it does not follow that overall investment in original UK content would fall. In contrast, it would ensure a healthy independent news sector in competition with the BBC’s news machine.
4. Similarly, although public spending would be spread more widely across the system, there does not seem to be any reason why this should produce a fall in programme quality. Maintaining an effective competitor to the BBC’s news production is likely to increase or maintain quality, rather than lower it.
5. Under the proposal for a genre licence, there would be no need for an intermediate funding body. Ofcom would be responsible for granting the licence and monitoring compliance.
6. There is a legitimate concern that some licence fee value would be transferred from audiences to shareholders or, in the case of Channel 4, to subsidising other programming. Any of the proposals for subsidising public service broadcasting outside the BBC’s remit risks funding programming...
which would have been provided by the market anyway - appointment news provided under a specific licence is likely to displace some news that would have been provided commercially. This is a dangerous argument for the BBC to make, however, since the same analysis can be applied to some of the BBC’s own output. The issue here is whether that is a cost we are willing to bear to ensure a healthy public service broadcasting ecology in the UK. I would argue that it is, given the requirement that the licence holder demonstrates that funding is spent on news services under the terms of the licence.

Conclusion
A consensus is developing that maintaining a healthy, diverse ecology of public service broadcasting in the UK will require further intervention, whether that happens at Charter renewal or at digital switchover. The two critical questions are first, how to structure it and second, how to fund it. Much of the debate so far has focused around the first. It is time we also paid attention to the second. The BBC attracts passionate responses from both supporters and detractors and there is a danger that anyone who suggests that funding for alternative public service broadcasting should come from the licence fee is regarded as hostile to the BBC. This need not be the case. The proposals here leave the BBC with the central role in the provision of public service television and with a healthy, on-going source of funding which should allow it to deliver all that it does today in the new phase of its Charter. Its role in setting standards for quality, training and innovation should be undiminished as should its ability to produce programmes which match the diverse needs of viewers who may not be catered for by a deregulated market alone. However, television news, particularly appointment news, plays a critical role in both democracy and democratic accountability. This role, unlike other public service functions, cannot be carried out effectively by a single provider. Allocating a small portion of the licence fee cake (however big we decide that cake should be) to an existing channel through a dedicated licence would mean limited BBC losses but a substantial PSB gain, safeguarding the future of British news provision.
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The switch from analogue to digital broadcasting removes the incentive for commercial broadcasters to make and show public service broadcasting (PSB) content, particularly at peak times. Without intervention, this could leave the BBC as the sole provider of peak time news and current affairs. But we need diversity in the provision of news to provide variety and promote competition.
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